NEWS RELEASE
INTERIM UPDATE ON WORKOVER OF WELL M-195
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(LSE: ZEN; TSX.V: ZEE)
Calgary, Alberta / TheNewswire / March 6, 2017 / Zenith Energy Ltd. ("Zenith" or the Company"),
the international oil and gas production company, is pleased to announce that the workover of
Well M-195 is progressing at the Company's Muradkhanli field in Azerbaijan.
Casing obstructions at 2,780 and 2,970 metres were successfully resolved in the last two weeks
and the top of the production liner screen section was reached at 3,014 metres. Below the liner
screen section, which is approximately 12 metres long (3,014-3,026 m), the well was completed
open-hole for 43 metres to a total depth of 3,069 metres.
A restriction was encountered at the top of the screen section and the Company is waiting for
additional equipment to be sent from Baku within the next week in order to eliminate the problem
and reach the open-hole section.
Zenith is pleased with the performance of workover Team B and will provide a final update when
the workover of Well M-195 is completed.
Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in
the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of
this release.
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Forward-Looking Statements
This news release contains forward-looking statements and forward-looking information within the meaning of
applicable securities laws. The use of any of the words "expect", "anticipate", "continue", "estimate", "objective",
"ongoing", "may", "will", "project", "should", "believe", "plans", "intends" and similar expressions are intended to

identify forward-looking information or statements. More particularly and without limitation, this news release
contains forward-looking statements and information. The forward-looking statements and information are based on
certain key expectations and assumptions made by Zenith. Although Zenith believes that the expectations and
assumptions on which such forward-looking statements and information are based are reasonable, undue reliance
should not be placed on the forward looking statements and information because Zenith can give no assurance that
they will prove to be correct. By its nature, such forward-looking information is subject to various risks and
uncertainties, which could cause the actual results and expectations to differ materially from the anticipated results or
expectations expressed. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on this forward-looking information, which
is given as of the date hereof, and to not use such forward-looking information for anything other than its intended
purpose. Zenith undertakes no obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a
result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law.

